The effect of activation of cholinergic receptors on longterm potentiation (LTP) in rat piriform cortex pyramidal cells was studied using extracellular and intracellular recordings in brain slice preparations. The functional role of this modulation was studied in a realistic network biophysical simulation.
Repetitive stimuli were applied in two paradigms: one in which the recorded cell was held at its resting potential and one in which synaptic activity was superimposed on a depolarizing pulse strong enough to evoke four action potentials. In the absence of cholinergic modulation, stimulation at 5 Hz induced LTP primarily in the second condition (13.7%, n = 6 out of 9, measured at 10 min after tetanus). When stimuli were applied in the presence of the muscarinic agonist carbachol (20 FM), LTP of greater amplitude was induced in both paradigms (resting: 41.5%, n = 11 out of 16, depolarized: 36%, n = 5 out of 7, measured at 10 min after tetanus). Increases in excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) amplitudes in the presence of carbachol were gradual, starting at the time 5 Hz stimuli were applied and continuing until an action potential was evoked synaptically. In the presence of the NMDA receptor antagonist 2-amino+phosphonovaleric acid (APV), LTP could not be induced. The muscarinic antagonist atropine also prevented LTP induction in the presence of carbachol. Long term potentiation is a form of long lasting enhancement of the amplitude of synaptic potentials that follows repetitive activation of a defined pathway. It has been demonstrated and studied most extensively in the hippocampus (for review, see Bliss and Collingridge, 1993; Hawkins et al., 1993) , but has also been described in the neocortex (Artola and Singer, 1987; Bear et al., 1992; Brother et al., 1992) and piriform cortex (Jung et al., 1990; Haberly, 1990, 1993) . In the piriform cortex, high frequency bursts applied at the theta frequency induce long-term potentiation which depends upon the activation of NMDA channels (Jung et al., 1990; Haberly, 1990, 1993) .
Acetylcholine (ACh) has been demonstrated to enhance the induction of LTP in hippocampal region CA1 (Hirotsu et al., 1989; Blitzer et al., 1990; Tanaka et al., 1989; Huerta and Lisman, 1994) and in the dentate gyms (Burgard and Sarvey, 1989) . This may be related to the cholinergic enhancement of stimulation-initiated protein synthesis via an NMDA-dependent mechanism (Feig and Lipton, 1993) and to cholinergic potentiation of NMDA receptor mediated responses (Markram and Segal, 1990) . The cholinergic enhancement of synaptic modification has been assumed to play an important role in the storage of information in cortical structures, but the effect of this enhancement on the dynamics of network function has not been analyzed in computational models.
Blockade of muscarinic cholinergic receptors has been shown to impair learning of new information in a wide range of behavioral tasks (Sutherland ct al., 1982; Hagan et al., 1987; Aigner et al., 1991; Hasselmo, 1995) . In particular, antagonists such as scopolamine impair the learning of new odors in a test of odor recognition (Soffie and Lamberty, 1988; Hunter and Murray, 1989) . However, it is not clear how these behavioral effects relate to the physiological effects of acetylcholine within structures such as the piriform cortex. Within the piriform cortex, several physiological effects of ACh have been demonstrated. Cholinergic agonists cause selective suppression of intrinsic but not afferent fiber synaptic transmission Bower, 1992, 1993) , suppression of the adaptation of firing frequency in pyramidal cells in layer III (Tseng and Haberly, 1989 ) and layer II (Barkai and . Previous modeling work has shown how these effects of ACh may set the proper dynamics for learning in the piriform cortex Hasselmo, 1993 Hasselmo, , 1994 Hasselmo et al., 1994; . However, the enhancement of learning in these models required cholinergic enhancement of synaptic modification in the piriform cortex similar to that seen in the hippocampus. Here we provide experimental evidence for this cholinergic enhancement of synaptic modification, and explore how details of the cholinergic modulation of synaptic modification affect the dynamics of network function.
Materials and Methods
Brain slice experiments Experiments were performed on brains removed from etherized female albino Sprague-Dawley rats 4-6 weeks of age. Slices of piriform cortex were prepared and maintained following standard procedures in accordance with institutional guidelines. Slices were cut perpendicular to the laminar organization of pirifortn cortex in the coronal plane, with a thickness of 400 km, and maintained in a solution with the following ionic concentrations: NaHCO, 26 mu, NaCl 124 mu, KC1 5 mu, KH,PO, 1.2 mM, CaCI, 2.4 mM, MgSO, 1.3 mu, and glucose 10 mu. For recording, slices were mounted on a nylon grid in a standard submersion-type slice chamber, with temperature maintained at 37°C. Slices were transilluminated, which allowed visually guided placement of stimulating and recording electrodes in layer Ib, the intrinsic fiber layer, as shown in Figure 1 . Extracellular recordings were made in layer-Ib using 2 M NaCi electrodes with impedance of 2-4 MR (Hasselmo and Bower. 1991 : Tane and Hasselmo. 1994 . Intracellular iecordings were made from the cell bodies of layer II piramidal cells ) using 4 M potassium acetate electrodes with impedances from 50 to 100 Ma Cells were only studied if they had a stable resting membrane potential at or below -65 mV and a spike amplitude of at least 85 mV. Effects on the amplitude of synaptic transmission were analyzed by measurement of the height of synaptic potentials elicited by layer Ib stimulation presented at 0.1 Hz (once every 10 set). The maximal deviation from baseline potential was measured on synaptic potentials elicited before and after repetitive stimulation trains presented to this layer for induction of LTP In experiments testing the induction of LTP, 50 single stimuli were applied at a rate of 5 Hz. A neuron was classified as demonstrating long-term potentiation if it showed a change in height of the synaptic potential greater than 5% of the baseline height. In some cases during intracellular recording, this stimulation was presented in conjunction with intracellular current injection sufficient to elicit four action potentials in the postsynaptic neuron, following the protocol used to test Hebbian synaptic modification in the hippocampus (Wigstrom et al., 1986) .
For analysis of the effects of cholinergic modulation, the cholinergic agonist carbachol (carbamylcholine chloride) was delivered through the medium bathing the slices in the recording chamber at a concentration of 20 FM. This concentration was chosen on the basis of previous voltage-clamp studies showing strong suppression of both voltage and calcium-dependent potassium currents at this concentration (Constanti and Sim, 1987; Madison et al., 1987) . 2-Amino-5-phosophonovaleric acid (APV) (50 FM) and atropine (10 FM) were also applied through the bathing medium. Pharmacological agents were present continuously before, during, and after repetitive stimulation.
Computational simulations Single cell modeling. Simulations of the enhancement of synaptic modification utilized computational models of single neurons and network interactions described extensively in two recent papers from this laboratory . Intracellular records of pyramidal cell firing properties were replicated in a biophysical simulation of a single piriform cortex pyramidal cell , using the GENESIS simulation package Bower 1989, 1992) . Cholinegic effects on synaptic transmission, neuronal adaptation and synaptic modification were included in the model, as summarized in Figure 2 . Development of the network model of associative memory function in the piriform cortex was based upon earlier biophysical simulations of the piriform cortex Bower, 1988, 1992) , and earlier theoretical descriptions of the possible role of the piriform cortex as an associative memory (Haberly, 1985; Wilson and Bower, 1988; Haberly and Bower, 1989) .
In order to maintain flexibility for incorporation of the single neuron simulations into a large network biophysical simulation containing 240 neurons, the number of compartments in the pyramidal cell simulation was restricted to three: a distal dendritic compartment, a proximal dendritic compartment, and a somatic compartment, as shown in Figure 2A . The dendritic compartments were 100 p,rn in length and 2.5 km in diameter, while the somatic compartment was 12 pm in length and 20 Frn in diameter. The temporal and spatial dynamics of fluctuations in membrane potential due to membrane currents were approximated based on an equivalent circuit model of the membrane. These compartmental simulations show the nonlinear characteristics of temporal and spatial summation similar to cortical neurons. The neuronal membrane parameters were R, = 4.0 X lo9 KR -p,mZ and C,,, = 1.0 X 1O-8 p,F/kmZ, while R, = 500 Ka -pm. When the presence of ACh was simulated, R,,> was increased to 1.5 X 1O'O Kn -pm2, as a representation of the experimentally observed effect of cholinergic agonists on input resistance .
The pyramidal cell simulations contained a range of synaptic and voltage-dependent conductances as shown in Figure 2A , which influenced the membrane potential via changes in the conductances within the equivalent circuit model. Changes in different ionic conductances altered the relative contribution to the membrane potential of the Nernst potentials for different ions, including sodium (ENa = +55 mV), potassium (& = -90 mV), chloride (E,, = -65 mV) and calcium (E,, = 90mV). Voltage-dependent channels influencing these conductances were modeled using the standard Hodgkin-Huxley framework. Generation of action potentials in simulated neurons depended upon the fast voltage-dependent sodium current (I,,) and the delayed rectifier potassium current (I,,,,,) , with parameters provided in a previous publication . In addition to these currents, simulations incorporated two additional voltage-dependent potassium currents (I,,,,) and (I,,,,) and a calcium-dependent potassium current (I,,,,,) . The simulation also included a high-threshold voltage-dependent calcium current (1,) and a representation of the changing calcium concentration produced by the calcium currents. Enhancement of long-term potentiation Figure 2 . Schematic representation of the biophysical simulation. A, Biophysical simulation of a single piriform cortex pyramidal cell, with two dendritic and one somatic compartment containing a range of synaptic and voltage-dependent conductances. Synaptic conductances shown here include excitatory synaptic sodium conductances in the distal and proximal dendritic compartments, inhibitory potassium conductance in the proximal dendritic compartment and chloride conductance in the soma. Voltage-dependent conductances inclue the Hodgkin-Huxley fast sodium and delayed rectifier potassium conductances, which underlie the generation of action potentials in the membrane potential trace. Not shown: additional calcium and voltage-dependent potassium currents underlying adaptation. (Based on figure in . B, Single cell simulations were combined in a network biophysical simulation with 240 pyramidal cells and 58 each of two types of inhibitory interneurons activating potassium and chloride currents. The figure shows excitatory afferent and intrinsic fibers contacting the distal and proximal dendritic compartments of pyramidal cells, as well as a connection from a pyramidal cell to a feedback inhibitory interneuron. Connectivity between pyramidal cells was broadly distributed (with 70% connectivity), while synapses arising from interneurons terminated more locally. A range of cholinergic effects were implemented during learning, including the enhancement of long-term potentiation (top), the suppression of neuronal adaptation (left), and the suppression of synaptic transmission (right).
where V,,, represents membrane potential, Nernst potentials for individual ions are represented by E (for example, the sodium Nernst potential = ENa), ionic conductances of different types are represented by g (for example, the calcium-dependent potassium conductance = g,o,,,). C, = the membrane capacitance, and R, = membrane resistance. For further details of single cell simulations, see .
Network modeling.
As shown in Figure 2B , a network biophysical simulation of associative memory function in the piriform cortex was constructed by combining 240 of the biophysical simulations of pyramidal cells described in the previous section, along with 58 each of two types of inhibitory interneuron. Action potentials generated in individual neurons induced synaptic potentials with a dual exponential time course in other neurons after-a transmission delay. These transmission delays were calculated based on the distance between modeled neurons and the experimentally derived transmission delays along those axons, as developed in extensive previous biophysical simulations of piriform cortex (Wilson and Bower. 1988 . 1989 . The smaller size of the , network relative to the size of the piriform cortex required increases in the maximal strength of the synaptic conductance at individual synapses (Wilson and Bower, 1989) , in order to maintain realistic levels of neuronal activity within the model. In the present study, the strongest synaptic weight was 180 times stronger than the minimal possible weight. In addition, associative memory function in these smaller networks required higher percent connectivity than in the actual cortex. The simulations presented here utilized 70% synaptic connectivity. In this simulation, cells providing afferent input were not represented as compartmental simulations. Instead, input patterns simply represented the pattern of activity on afferent fibers entering the piriform cortex from the mitral and tufted cells of the olfactory bulb. Each afferent fiber was active or inactive dependent upon the particular input pattern and was connected to 5% of the pyramidal cells on average.
Synaptic currents were represented by shifts in ionic conductances to Na+ for excitatory afferent and intrinsic synapses and Cll and K+ respectively for GABA, and GABA, inhibitory synapses. The synaptic currents induced by the arrival of presynaptic spikes were summed at each synapse. Simulations of the time course of synaptic currents induced by each presynaptic spike arrival followed a standard dual exponential time course with time constants dependent upon the specific receptor and channel type (Wilson and Bower, 1989) , representing the response to a single brief pulse of transmitter triggered by the spike. This time course took the form g(t) = w~i(t)*g,,,,*(T,T2/(72 -T,))(e-rh2 -e-r'Tl), where y,, represents the strength of the synapse from neuron j to neuron i, gpear is the maximum conductance of each channel, 7, is the rise time and r:, is the decay time of the synaptic potential. Time constants were chosen to accurately incorporate the experimental evidence for a more rapid time course of excitatory glutamatergic synaptic transmission and GABA, inhibition, versus a longer, slower time course for GABA, inhibition (Connors et al., 1988; Tseng and Haberly, 1988) . Details of the time constants and synaptic delays for the synaptic potentials utilized in network simulations are presented in a previous publication .
Two states of the network: learning mode and recall mode. The effect of cholinergic modulation on associative memory function was tested by applying cholinergic modulation during the storage of five different patterns of activity, and then removing the cholinergic modulation during testing of the recall of the network. In this network two modes were simulated: a learning mode and a recall mode. In learning mode, effects that occur in the presence of ACh were simulated; synaptic activity in the intrinsic fibers was suppressed, neuronal adaptation was decreased, and the strength of connections between neurons that were firing simultaneously was increased. These effects are illustrated in Figure 2B . In the recall mode, the effects of ACh were eliminated and the capability of the network to perform associative memory function was tested by its ability to complete a degraded version of a pattern which was presented in full during learning. In quantitative tests, cholinergic suppression of neuronal adaptation was represented by changing the parameters of the I,,,, and IKCAHPj (see and the suppression of intrinsic fiber synaptic transmission was represented by reducing the maximal conductance of postsynaptic sodium currents in the proximal dendritic compartment by 70% (see .
In keeping with the findings described in the Results section of this article, learning in the biophysical network simulation depended on strengthening of intrinsic excitatory synapses according to a Hebb-type learning rule. During learning, the synaptic weight parameter w,, for the synapse from neuron j to neuron i was increased in proportion to preand postsynaptic activity, according to the learning rule: at -3OmV), the spike was represented at the presynaptic terminal after a transmission delay a,, and the function h() took a value of 1 for the presence of a spike, and 0 for the absence of a spike. This presynaptic spike detection was multiplied by the postsynaptic membrane potential V,,, averaged over a 20 msec interval preceding the arrival of the spike (represented by 0). This is meant to approximate the dual influence of glutamate binding and postsynaptic depolarization on the NMDA receptor currents assumed to underlie synaptic modification. However, glutamate can remain bound to the NMDA receptor for long periods, which could allow the activity of the receptor to be influenced by postsynaptic potential during a time period following rather than preceding the arrival of a presynaptic spike. These differences in timing are shortterm relative to the extended depolarization resulting from repetitive activation of neurons in this model. Therefore, this feature does not qualitatively influence the associative memory function of the network. The functionf() was threshold linear, taking zero value below the modification threshold R (set at -64mV), and increasing linearly above the threshold. The rate of change of synaptic strength was determined by the learning gain n. The depression of synaptic strength was proportional to the current strength of the synapse, and to a depression constant y. Similar to the strengthening, this depression only occurred when presynaptic activity was present, as a representation of the activity dependence of homosynaptic depression (Levy et al., 1990) .
Using the parameters chosen for this study, when the learning gain was set to 30 nearly all "active synapses" reached the maximal possible weight (180). Therefore, learning gain of 30 was referred to as "normalized learning rate 1.0," learning gain of 15 was referred to as "normalized learning rate of 0.5" and so on. Synaptic enhancement was terminated when synapses reached a maximal strength W,,. The depression parameter y determined the rate of depression. When the depression rate was 1.0, this caused complete depression of the synaptic strength on a single learning step (in the absence of synaptic strengthening). Synaptic depression was terminated when synapses reached a minimum strength W,,,,,. Note that in most cases, synaptic enhancement and depression were implemented only during cholinergic modulation.
Testing associative memory function. Each afferent pattern activated two afferent fibers, resulting in broadly distributed activity in the piriform cortex due to the broad divergence of afferent connectivity. Five different input patterns were presented. The input patterns did not overlap in the afferent fibers, but since connectivity between afferent fibers and pyramidal cells was random, overlap between patterns was very likely and was indeed evident when the activity of the cortical network was examined. The recall of the network was tested by presenting degraded versions of these five patterns which activated only one input line each, therefore directly stimulating only about 50% of the pyramidal cells normally activated by the full pattern. The effectiveness of recall was quantified using a performance measure previously used to test associative memory function , Hasselmo, 1994 . This performance measure was based on normalized dot products computed between two vectors: one vector consisted of the spiking response of each neuron to the degraded pattern and the other vector consisted of the spiking response of each neuron to the full version of that same pattern. Each spiking response vector contained 240 elements consisting of the number of action potentials fired by each pyramidal cell in response to a pattern during a 500 msec period. The normalized dot product is equivalent to the cosine of the angle between the vectors described by the spiking response of the 240 pyramidal cells to each input pattern and is a standard performance measure used in more abstract neural network models (Kohonen, 1988; .
This normalized dot product was incorporated in a performance measure which computed the amount of overlap between the patterns of cortical activity relative to the actual overlap between the full and degraded input patterns. This "normalized performance measure" gives a measure of how much the network improves the recall of the pattern relative to its level of degradation, and has been used as part of a more complex performance measure from previous simulations Hasselmo, 1994) . When the normalized dot product between the spiking responses to the degraded and full patterns was exactly proportional to the dot product between the degraded and full input patterns, the performance measure took a value of zero. When the spiking response to degraded patterns matched the spiking response to full patterns more closely than the degraded input matched the full input pattern, the performance measure took nonzero values. Thus, the performance measure increased with improved memory performance.
Results LTP induction in the presence of carbachol In control solution, stimulation at 5 Hz for 10 set (a total of 50 stimuli) did not result in enhancement of the amplitude of EPSPs when there was no current injection during stimulation. No significant potentiation was observed during intracellular recording from eight neurons, with an example shown in Figure 3 . When the postsynaptic neuron was depolarized with a current sufficient for evoking four action potentials concurrent with the presynaptic stimulation of synaptic input, LTP was induced in 6 out of the 9 cells recorded. However, in these 6 cells the potentiation was small, with an average of 13.7% (recorded 10 min after tetanus). This change in amplitude of synaptic potentials was 20 uM carbachol observed after the repetitive stimuli were delivered and showed little change in amplitude thereafter. When the muscarinic agonist carbachol (20 pM) was present in the perfusing medium, the same stimuli evoked a gradual increase in the amplitude of EPSPs. (Note that carbachol was present during the full duration of the experiment). This change started at the end of repetitive stimulation and usually continued for as long as the recording lasted during extracellular recording, or until an action potential was evoked by the synaptic stimuli when recording was intracellular, in which case the height of synaptic potentials in response to that stimulus strength was no longer measurable. The response did not decrease during the period of recording from the neuron (up to 2 hr and 20 min). No short term potentiation was observed in these conditions, probably due to the low stimulus frequency of repetitive stimulation. An example of the gradual increase in intracellularly recorded EPSP amplitude after repetitive stimulation is shown in Figure 4 . Measured 10 min after the presentation of 5 Hz stimulation, potentiation was found in 17 out of 23 neurons recorded intracellularly in the presence of carbachol. In some experiments, the presynaptic stimulation was combined with intracellular current injection sufficient to evoke four action potentials. However, this did not result in a consistent difference in the rate or amplitude of change of the EPSPs. Neurons tested without injection of current during 5 Hz stimulation showed a 41.5% increase in height of potentials after 10 min (n = 11 out of 16). Neurons tested with injection of current during 5 Hz stimulation showed a 36% increase in height of potentials after 10 min (n = 5 out of 7).
A quantitative description of the rate of change in intracellularly recorded EPSP amplitude in the neurons is shown in Figure 5 . This figure shows changes in EPSP amplitude up to 25 min after stimulation. At this point in time, previously subthreshold stimulation began to evoke an action potential in many of the intracellularly recorded neurons. Traces from a neuron in which the EPSP continued to increase up to 45 min. after repetitive stimulation before evoking an action potential are shown in same figure. The muscarinic antagonist atropine prevented the enhancement of intracellularly recorded EPSPs following repetitive stimuli in the presence of carbachol (313, not shown). Recently, it has been demons&rated in the hippocampus that submicromolar doses of carbachol may induce a gradual increase in EPSPs, without any aditional stimulation. This effect was not noted in concentrations of carbachol greater than 5 p,M (Auerbath and Segal, 1994) . Although some slight changes were observed in our experiments before the 5Hz stimuli, these were much less prominent than the gradual increase observed after the stimulation. In four experiments, synaptic potentials were recorded intracellularly during 0.1 Hz stimulation in the presence of carbachol, showing no significant changes in height of potentials in response to this low frequency stimulation. Figure  6 illustrates the gradual change in extracellularly recorded synaptic field potentials after repetitive stimulation in the presence of 20 PM carbachol. Potentiation was found in 4 out of 6 slices during extracellular recording, with an average of 42.3% tested at 20 min after tetanus. As seen in Figure 5 , enhancement of the synaptic response began after the repetitive stimuli and continued until it reached an asymptotic value which remained stable throughout the recording.
Since it was previously suggested that ACh may enhance EPSPs in the hippocampus via enhanced activation of NMDA currents (Markram and Segal, 1990) we examined the effect of the NMDA blocker APV on the LTP enhanced by carbachol. Eight cells were tested in the presence of APV and carbachol. LTP was induced in these conditions only in one cell. A typical response is illustrated in Figure 7 .
EfSect of learning rate on network performance
The significance of the gradual increase in the amplitude of the EPSP in the presence of ACh was examined in a recently described realistic biophysical network simulation Hasselmo et al., 1994) . The weights of intrinsic connections between pyramidal cells were increased as a function of their simultaneous activity, as described in the methods section. This gave the network the capacity to respond to degraded versions of stored input patterns with activity more closely resembling the response to the full learned pattern. An example of the associative memory function of the network biophysical simulation is shown in Figure 8 for one of the five patterns stored in this network. Note that learning can provide good recall of the stored pattern, but excessive strengthening of intrinsic synapses can lead to simultaneous recall of all stored patterns, resulting in a loss of discimination between patterns. For analysis of the effects of cholinergic modulation of synaptic modification, five afferent input patterns were stored in the network. The final synaptic strength values in the synaptic connectivity matrix were a function of the five patterns presented and the rate in which changes in synaptic strength were allowed to occur. The ability of the network to store five partially overlapping patterns was clearly dependent on the rate in which synaptic changes were allowed to occur, as demonstrated in Figure  9 . The first column shows the spiking response of the 240 pyramidal cells to each of the five patterns that activated the afferent fibers (size of black squares represents number of action potentials fired by an individual neuron). Since the connections between the afferent fibers and the pyramidal cells were determined randomly, this resulted in different amounts of overlap between the response to different afferent patterns.
As shown in Figure 9 , different learning rates result in different final synaptic weight matrices. When a learning rate which was only 0.17 of the maximal learning rate (as defined in the Materials and Methods section) was used, the network was unable to perform associative memory function, since connections between pyramidal cells were not sufficiently strengthened during the learning mode to allow a spread of activity in the network during the recall mode. Hence, when the partial patterns were presented during recall, the spiking response of the network was incomplete in comparison to the response to the full pattern (compare the first and second columns in Fig.  9 ). When the learning rate was increased to 0.5 of its maximal value, the network was capable of completing some of the missing inputs, so that the response to the complete and degraded versions resembled each other (compare first and third column). When the learning rate was further increased, the network entered an hyperexcitable state, in which it ceased to discriminate between different patterns. In this state, a degraded version of any of the patterns caused a spread of activity to a large number of pyramidal cells, of which most were not part of the original response (fourth column).
The effect of learning rate on the final synaptic connectivity matrix is demonstrated in Figure 10 . Here the size of black squares represents the strength of individual modeled synapses. Increasing the learning rate resulted not only in increased connectivity strength between the same neurons, but it also increased the probability of strengthening connections that were not modified at lower learning rates. Figure 10 also describes quantitatively the relation between learning rate and the performance of the network, using the normalized performance measure described in the Materials and Methods section. It is evident that for the period of learning utilized in these simulations only a narrow range of learning rates was suitable for allowing completion specific to individual patterns. Learning rates which were too low resulted in insufficient synaptic modification for associative memory function. Learning rates which were too high resulted in too much interference between the stored patterns.
Effect of adding a depression component
The narrow range of learning rates which result in good recall (Fig. 10) introduces an interesting question: how can the proper rate of synaptic modification be obtained within the actual neural ensemble? This problem is particularly difficult because of the considerable overlap between groups of neurons activated in the piriform cortex when different odors are presented (Tanabe et al., 1975) . This suggests that even if the correct learning rate is applied when an individual memory is stored, these synaptic A common response to this difficulty in more abstract models of cortical function has been to incorporate normalization of synaptic strength, or activity-dependent depression of synaptic strength (Grossberg, 1972; Levy et al., 1990) . We examined the possibility that activity-dependent depression in the strength of synaptic connectivity may offer a solution to this problem in the network biophysical simulation.
The effect of introducing a depression rate into the system on the synaptic connectivity matrix is shown in Figure 11 . The synaptic connectivity matrices shown in this figure resulted from normalized learning rate combining a learning rate of 1.0 with different rates of depression during learning (left column), or performing learning with only synaptic enhancement, and allowing depression only during recall (right column). When the depression rate y was set to 0.5 during learning the final synaptic connectivity matrix resembled that obtained when a learning rate of 0.5 was applied with no depression rate (see Fig. 10 ). Further increasing the depression rate did not result in an obvious change in the final synaptic connectivity matrix. In sharp contrast, setting the depression rate to 0 during learning and then increasing it during recall to values of 0.2, 0. Depression during recall completion. When a depression rate of 0.5 was used during recall, the final synaptic connectivity matrix resembled that obtained when maximal learning rate with no depression was applied, except that the final weights were weaker (right column, middle matrix). When the depression rate was set even higher during recall, the final synaptic connectivity matrix was composed of very weak connections, which did not allow any pattern completion. The different efficacy of applying depression during learning and during recall is illustrated in Figure 12 . While introducing depression during recall does not significantly improve associative memory performance, applying the depression rule during learning resulted in a steady improvement of memory, with a similar level of improvement across a range of depression values from 0.4 to 1.0.
These results suggest that the depression process should take place during learning rather during recall in order to be effective. In other words, the network simulation indicates that a "forgetting" process should occur simultaneously with the learning process, rather than afterwards. This makes the prediction that the Effect of adding a depression component at different stages of learning or recall on the final synaptic connectivity. Left, This column demonstrates the effect of activating the depression component (-yw$ during learning (by setting depression rate y to values of 0.2,0.5, and l.O), when the learning rate was set at 1.0 (maximal learning rate as defined in Materials and Methods). When the depression component (-yw,) of the learning rule was active during the enhancement it restricted the strengthening of connection to a pattern that resembles those obtained when using a learning rate of 0.5 with no depression (compare results when using depression of 0.5 and 1.0 to using learning rate 0.5 with no depression in Fig. 8 ). Right, In this column, only enhancement occurred during learning (the depression rate y was set to zero at that time, with learning rate 1.0 as described in Materials and Methods). Depression was applied only during recall, by changing the depression rate y to the values 0.2, 0.5, or 1.0. Note that no enhancement was occurring during recall. Application of depression only during recall greatly weakens synaptic connectivity, preventing effective recall. For example, with a depression rate of 1.0 during recall, the synaptic connections become uniformly small (bottom right).
depression of synaptic strength should be stronger when cholinergic modulation is present compared to control conditions.
Discussion
The experiments presented here demonstrate that the cholinergic agonist carbachol enhances long-term potentiation of synaptic strength within the piriform cortex. The accompanying modeling work demonstrates that cholinergic influences on the rate of enhancement and depression of synaptic strength may play an important role in maintaining the stability of associative memory function. In particular, it appears that increased enhancement and depression of synapses should be concurrent with other physiological effects of ACh which may set appropriate dynamics for learning within this region. It appears that the function of the network is best when the cholinergic effects on synaptic modification are present at the same time as the previously described cholinergic suppression of synaptic transmission and suppression of neuronal adaptation Long-term potentiation in the piriform cortex Long-term potentiation has been demonstrated previously in the piriform cortex, using patterned trains of stimulation. Two different groups demonstrated long-term potentiation induced by bursts of four pulses each (at 100 Hz) presented every 200 msec (5 Hz) (Jung et al., 1990; Kanter and Haberly, 1990) . This longterm potentiation can be blocked by APV, suggesting it is dependent upon activation of NMDA channels, presumably because the high frequency stimulation causes sufficient postsynaptic depolarization due to temporal summation of synaptic inputs. In previous work (Jung et al., 1990) , the probability of LTP induction increased when extracellular Mg2+ concentration was reduced to 50 FM, thereby allowing activation of the NMDA channel at resting potential. In our study, high frequency stimulation was not used, and postsynaptic depolarizing current injection only moderately enhanced the synaptic modification, possibly due to insufficient spread of depolarization from the soma into dendritic regions. The increase in amplitude of LTP in the presence of carbachol may be due to cholinergic enhancement of NMDA currents such as that described in the hippocampus (Markram and Segal, 1990) . The increase might also be 0:2 014 016 018 i normalized depression rate aided by cholinergic suppression of potassium currents causing membrane potential depolarization. Since these effects would be local to the postsynaptic membrane, they could be a stronger effect than the activation due to intracellular current injection at the soma. In our experiments, the increase in amplitude of the EPSP following repetitive stimulation was gradual. This finding has been reported previously for the piriform cortex (Jung et al., 1990) , and has also been noted for hippocampal LTP (Jaffe and Johnston, 1990; see Figs. 5 and 6) . Long-term potentiation in the piriform cortex has been demonstrated in experiments testing the learning of new olfactory information (Roman et al., 1987) . In particular, it was proposed that neuromodulatory influences might be necessary to allow LTP in the context of particular behavioral tasks. However, that test of long-term potentiation focused on modification of the afferent input to the piriform cortex, while magnitude of afferent fiber synaptic modification was not tested in this experiment. Considerable previous modeling has focused on the role of synaptic modification of afferent fiber synapses in the self-organized heirarchical categorization of olfactory information (Ambros-Ingerson et al., 1990). This work is not incompatible with the focus in the current article on associative memory function. In fact, cholinergic suppression of synaptic transmission within the piriform cortex may allow self-organization of the afferent fibers to proceed without interference from the spread of activity at intrinsic fiber synapses (Hasselmo, 1994b) . Further data from the piriform cortex suggests that long-term potentiation of inhibitory feedback synapses may also occur (Stripling et al., 1988) .
Cholinergic modulation of long-term potentiation The results presented here on cholinergic modulation of LTP in the piriform cortex support previous work showing cholinergic enhancement of long-term potentiation in the dentate gyrus (Burgard and Sarvey, 1989) , hippocampal region CA1 (Blitzer et al., 1991; Huerta and Lisman, 1994) . Other studies have shown that LTP induction is suppressed in CA1 cells when muscarinic antagonists are applied (Hirotsu et al., 1989) , while application of a cholinesterase inhibitor enhances LTP (Tanaka et al., 1989) , suggesting that tonic levels of ACh in the slice may influence the induction of LTI? In addition, the cholinergic enhancement of LTP may be closely linked to the cholinergic induction of theta rhythm oscillations (Huerta and Lisman, 1994) . Recently, long-term potentiation of synaptic potentials in hippocampal region CA1 has been reported to occur in the presence of submicromolar doses of carbachol without requiring any stimulation (Auerbach and Segal, 1994) . However, this effect appeared only at concentrations of carbachol smaller than 5 PM. Cholinergic enhancement of long-term potentiation has also been demonstrated in slice preparations of the primary visual cortex (Brother et al., 1992) . Just as cholinergic enhancement of LTP has been shown in a variety of cortical structures, other cholinergic effects such as the suppression of synaptic transmission and neuronal adaptation have been described in a range of cortical structures (see Hasselmo and Bower, 1993; Hasselmo, 1994b, for review) . This supports the notion that the effects described here for the piriform cortex may ultimately apply as a general principle to the function of all cortical structures. Cholinergic enhancement of LTP may need to be coupled with cholinergic suppression of synaptic transmission and neuronal adaptation for the proper dynamics of learning in structures as diverse as the hippocampus, piriform cortex, and primary visual cortex.
Long-term depression and the learning of stable memory states The significance of the cholinergic modulation of synaptic modification was here examined using a realistic biophysical network simulation. We tested the hypothesis that the rate of synaptic modification must be regulated to maintain the capacity of the storage system. Excessive strengthening of synaptic connections within the cortex can result in a loss of specificity of response to specific input patterns, or even a exponential growth in cortical activity resembling seizure activity. The possibility of such explosive breakdown in function is of particular interest for the piriform cortex, which has been shown to be highly prone to induction of seizure activity Gale 1985, 1986; McIntyre and Wong, 1986; Haberly and Sutula, 1992) . Using a previously developed biophysical simulation Hasselmo et al., 1994) we have found that increases in learning rate only enhance storage capacity up to a certain point. Higher rates of modification can cause interference between different stored patterns, reducing the performance of the network and finally causing activity resembling a seizure when any pattern is presented.
The problem of excessive synaptic modification can be offset by incorporating activity-dependent rules for synaptic depression in the simulation, thereby maintaining storage capacity and preventing the problem of an excessive rate of increase in synaptic strength. However, the activity-dependent synaptic depression should be selectively present at the time when synaptic enhancement is occurring, but not during recall. Thus, the model has generated a prediction which can be used to experimentally test the validity of the model. Recent research has provided information on possible mechanisms for long-term depression (Mulkey et al., 1993; Bolshavok and Sigelbaum, 1994) . Further studies are necessary to explore whether cholinergic agonists enhance long-term depression in slice preparations of the rat piriform cortex.
In conclusion, we propose that by simultaneously causing two seemingly opposite effects-the enhancement of long-term potentiation and the enhancement of long-term depression-ACh may set the proper dynamics for maximizing the learning and storage capacity of the piriform cortex.
